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DATA CENTRE HOSTING FACILITY



The DIFC's world-class IT infrastructure serves the business 
requirements of global and regional companies within its 
diversified community. Our aim is to provide a resilient and 
dynamic infrastructure to eliminate and mitigate any risks 
whilst providing maximum uptime.

DIFC has therefore built four state-of-the-art data centres 
within the DIFC campus, offering hosting services tailored 
specifically to its prestigious financial and business 
requirements. 

Each data centre provides a minimum N+1 redundancy for each 
cabinet, delivering high levels of availability to its customers.

AN ADVANCED ICT PLATFORM
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DIFC had been awarded the “Best Data Centre Deployment in 
the region” and “Best Network Infrastructure implementation”.
DIFC Data Centre has provided the highest available 
service with more than 99.999% uptime since the Centre’s 
establishment in 2004.
DIFC customers can connect to the DIFC Data Centre from 
anywhere around the DIFC campus using dedicated fiber 
as the most cost effective option.
DIFC customers can connect to the DIFC Data Centre 
through two complete diversified routes for higher 
redundancy.
DIFC customers can cross-connect to international 
financial news feeders such as Bloomberg and Thomson 
Reuters using direct connectivity with competitive prices.
DIFC Data Centre customers can avail competitive 
international telecom connectivity prices with up to 50% 
discount compared to the standard rate.
DIFC Data Centre was designed with full flexibility and 
scalability where customers can host a different number 
of cabinets, starting from one single cabinet up to 30 
cabinets in a secure and private cage.

WHY CHOOSE DIFC DATA CENTRE?

Redundant Telecommunication Service Providers
(Du & Etisalat)
Dedicated substation transformer
Redundant backup Generator, UPS & Cooling systems
Two diversified telecom entries to the Data Centre
24x7x365 physical security presence
CCTV, Biometric and access reader system
Dedicated BMS room Facility
Advanced Energy monitoring system up to the power 
socket level

Companies at the DIFC enjoy an advanced data centre 
infrastructure along with superior facilities, including but 
not limited to:
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       UPTIME INSTITUTE
DIFC Data Centre is the first in the UAE to receive a 
certification for Management & Operation (M&O) by 
Uptime Institute - one of the most widely-recognised 
institutes for Data Centre certification. 

The M&O Stamp of Approval is a stand-alone assessment 
of site execution that validates the critical facilities 
management and operations practices of an existing 
data centre. It demonstrates the organisation’s leadership 
capabilities and provides third-party assurance that 
the DIFC site satisfies industry-recognised criteria, 
proven to reduce risk and support reliable 24x7 uptime 
performance, regardless of the underlying design and 
infrastructure.

      DIFC Data Centres have been certified as ISO 27001 
compliant, providing assurance to clients that their 
information is securely hosted within the facility. ISO 
27001 systematically examines the organisation’s 
information security risks, taking account of the 
threats, vulnerabilities, and impact, while ensuring 
that information security needs are fulfilled on a 
continuous basis, as per best practices and 
international standards.

      DC-SUITE
©DC-suite is a unique site assessment and selection 
tool that provides in-depth insight into data centre 
facilities, from the physical location and infrastructure 
to the operations, maintenance and contractual 
elements. ©DC-suite reviews up to 185 attributes 
within 9 modules, to provide a certification level ranging 
from -1 to 4+. 

INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATIONS



Top banks and financial institutions from across Asia, Europe 
and the United States host their IT equipment and data in the 
DIFC Data Centre.
 
In addition, our extensive list of clients includes leading law 
firms, renowned international financial newswires, and 
reputable international and regional telecommunications 
service providers.

WHO ARE OUR CLIENTS
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T. +971 4 362 2315
E. it.infrastructure@difc.ae

Join the conversation


